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Blinded by the 

Light



Demonstrations

Demonstrations in the 

science classroom help 

students retain 

concepts, address 

misconceptions, and 

improve students’ 

engagement.  

Try to imagine your 

students interacting with 

the demonstration.

Today, please feel free to 

ask questions anytime 

and I will be happy to 

answer them.  

- James



▪ A Radiometer will respond to light…

light is a transfer of energy.

▪ What else will it respond to?

▪ The colored veins show how it works  →

▪ James’ water demonstration - proof!

▪ Light transfers energy which is converted to heat

Radiometer



Holographic Diffraction Grating

▪ White light is made of color

(cell phone flashlight)

▪ This device also is labeled to tell

you the wavelength by color      →

▪ You will also find the lines/mm is labeled 

which can be used to measure the 

wavelength of laser light….later.





▪

Giant Prizm



Rainbow Glasses

▪ Another way to view the spectra, hands free!

▪ A beautiful demonstration that white light is a color composite.



LED Array
LEDs are the light of the future.  There are many beautiful colors.

Organized by peak wavelength and ready for diffraction experiments. 



▪ Sodium on the sun?  (Line D)

▪ Put on your glasses, observe a flame

▪ Now, Recognize sodium in a flame

Solar Spectrum Chart



▪ We can use pen lasers to 

learn about laser light 

▪ The wavelengths are very 

narrow, unlike the flame

▪ Let’s measure them using 

just a ruler and the 

diffraction grating

Dual Laser



Violet Laser

▪ This laser has a shorter wavelength (check)

▪ Shine it in tonic water – it fluoresces

▪ What other tricks can it do?

(you can feel it – why)



Phosphor Glow Paper

▪ Darken the room

▪ Glow paper is not affected by just 

any color…

▪ Not all colors carry the same energy

▪ What other tricks can it do?

(flash, white, uv, decay)

▪ Phosphorescence vs Fluorescence



Light as a Wave

If light is a wave is it transverse or longitudinal? 



Electromagnetic Wave

TRANSVERSE – waves from electrons vibrations



Polarizing Filters

▪ Polarizing filters prove light is transverse.

▪ Learn to handle them,  in pairs, and 3’s

▪ Glare is polarized, Blue sky is too,

so are computer screens (not iphone)

▪ They also reveal stress in plastics 



Polarizers Explained

LIGHT IS A TRANSVERSE WAVE



▪ The classic version.

▪ Identify a wavelength 

immediately.

▪ Try it on the lasers

▪ Or on the sodium flame.

Quantitative Spertroscope



▪ What happens when we mix different colors?

▪ Is yellow light…..really yellow?                    

Or is it just in our minds?

▪ How is magenta different from pink?

▪ CYMK   vs  RGB

Color Mixing Projector

R

G B





Primary Color Light Sticks

▪ Convenient light sticks for hands-on!

▪ Easy to use, maintain, and fun.

▪Also work to make beams of light



Mega Mirror

▪ Teach about the mirrors of Newtonian 

telescopes.

▪ Objects that pass beyond the focal point 

will be inverted.  What happens inside?

▪ What happens at the focal point?

▪ Start a fire!



Mega Mirror



▪ Measure Planck’s Constant    E=hf

▪ Connect Energy to Frequency

▪ Graph with Voltage vs Freq…

… the slope is h!

Planck’s Const Apparat



▪ Measure Planck’s Constant

▪ Connect Energy to Frequency

▪ Graph with Energy vs Freq…

the slope is h!

Planck’s Const Apparat



▪ Measure Planck’s Constant

▪ Connect Energy to Frequency

▪ Graph with Energy vs Freq…

the slope is h!

Planck’s Const Apparat



▪ Fun and easy way to perform 

refraction experiments

▪ Snell’s Law

▪ Measure the critical angle 

and Total internal refraction

▪ Brewster Angle?!!

Laser Refraction Tank



▪ Identify gases by their spectra

▪ Keeps you safe from the high voltage

▪ No need to remove, replace, or lose,   

and break the gas tubes.

Spectrum Tube Carousel



Periodic Table of Spectra

Detail



RSpec-Explorer

▪ The whole class can share the same experience.

▪ Measure and identify the elements by their spectra.

▪ Discover other secrets: HeNe laser, RGB screens, the blue sky. 



RSpec-Explorer

▪ The whole class can share the same experience.

▪ Measure and identify the elements by their spectra.

▪ Discover other secrets: HeNe laser, RGB screens, the blue sky. 



Sunset Egg

Amaze your students with this glass egg 

that acts like a little piece of the sky.



Sunset Egg

When sun light passes through a lot of sky

it looks yellow.  

When it scatters on the sky,  it looks blue.



Don’t forget the CoolStuff!

CoolStuff newsletter! It’s 

full of fun and informative 

labs, demos, and tools 

for your classroom!

Fill out the CoolStuff 

Newsletter card for a 

chance to win a $25 

gift certificate! 



Giant Prizm



Reflect-view

▪ For those of you who do ray diagrams?

▪ ?????????

▪ DELETE THIS SLIDE



Educational research has 

shown that “pounding” 

concepts into students’ 

heads through lecture only

does not result in positive 

student learning and long-

term retention of the 

concepts

This Should Do It!



Variety of Methods

Many concepts in science 

are not well-understood so 

a variety of teaching 

methods are encouraged by 

educational researchers.



Demonstrations

It has been shown that 

using Demonstrations in 

the science classroom 

helps students retain 

concepts, energizes the 

science classroom and is 

more fun!


